




schools (bottom up indoctrination.)  Their foundational ideology resembles a cult
that attempts to have others attend, join and validate beliefs they  themselves
question—the “Q.” (See slide 6 on 9B of the delegation.)   Hatred directed at their
own is well documented.  Those who have left the cult are crying out for people to
see the destruction: “gender surgery” more accurately termed body mutilation. 
Drugs to alter gender—castration/sterilization.  These are actual existential threats
to society. (Effectively causing sterility.)  I am not sure you understand this but at
the very least a neutral stance wouldn’t directly support it.
Although “recruit” a more formal word was used in the meeting, the underlying
termite that forms their ideology amounts to such.  
1) Children questioning who/what they are as young as pre-schoolers.  
2) Wrapped into the school system like a cult.  
3) Vigilance to curb language thought and expression—anything not supporting
their views
4) Heterosexual children need to “participate in parades, walk across coloured
cross-walks and see flags and symbols as accepted.”  Expected attendance to flag
raising—amounting to abuse on children and families.  SOGI (Sexual Orientation
Gender Identification) in Canadian Schools.  (See video below)

Numerous surrounding communities aspire to rise above their hateful agenda
through neutral spaces. told Minto Council that if you don’t support their
symbols you are “ sending a very clear message to the rest of Ontario that we
support intergenerational hate towards the 2SLGBQTIA+ community, we don’t
care about kids self-harming, attempting or committing suicide and that these
children’s lives are worth less than their heterosexual peers’ lives.” Notice the
absence of youth in general—hence my comment re questioning stats?  It is the
number among the entire youth population.  2SLGBTQIA+ youth have significantly
higher numbers of mental illness than general population of youth—making their
numbers seem alarming by comparison. (Notice it isn’t about “youth” just
2SLGBTQIA+ youth.)   “Gender Dysphoria” is listed as mental illness.(See the
DSM IV.)    

Doesn’t every child matter?  Did you notice the threatening language  used
towards you?  She’s told you lack of support (neutral spaces) makes you guilty of
the above serious offences.  Council tolerates this child-like behaviour?  Would you
tolerate from your own?  Did you fail to hear her message?  They have portrayed
themselves as victims making demands you have have now bowed.  Did you note
what wasn’t said?  Nothing about OUR children— just their own.  No mention of
respect or kindness for non supporters.  No respect or kindness shown within
meeting or outside—laughter and disrespect seen on camera and outside. 

If you are interested in information regarding the underlying agenda behind
DEI/pride please reach out.   I suspect that if you knew the underlying ideology you



would not choose to support it.  I do not want it displayed in my public spaces
suggesting I support it.  I not only do not support it I stand against it.

  Does pride stand against bullying or just if directed at them?  Does Council
support their bullying?  I personally would exclude anyone who behaved as such. 
The more they push, the less inclusive I am likely to be. 

Sincerely   

Bonnie Hollinger

Information Re SOGI:   
CBC News Episode;  Addresses the Canadian School curriculum SOGI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xNOBlyvaPKo

bdhollinger




